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SUBJECT: INFORMATION ON JESUIT MURDER CASE

2. DURING MEETING REPORTED THAT HE HAD MET AGAIN WITH THE MILITARY POLICE WHO WAS ON GUARD AT THE MILITARY ACADEMY ON 15 AND 16 NOVEMBER 1989 WHEN THE JESUIT PRIESTS, THEIR HOUSE KEEPER AND HER DAUGHTER WERE MURDERED ON THE CAMPUS OF THE CENTRAL AMERICAN UNIVERSITY (UCA). WANTS THE INFORMATION TO REACH INVESTIGATIVE AUTHORITIES. HOWEVER, HE IS AFRAID TO REVEAL THE INFORMATION DIRECTLY TO THE SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE UNIT (SIU) BECAUSE HE DOES NOT TRUST ANY SALVADORAN ON THE SIU AND FEARS HE WOULD BE KILLED TO QUASH THE FACTS AND PROTECT HIGH-RANKING SALVADORAN ARMED FORCES (ESAF) OFFICERS. HE CONTINUES TO TALK FREELY BELIEVES CAN PASS ALONG THE INFORMATION WHILE STILL PROTECTING HIM.

5. AT ABOUT 6:00 P.M. ON 15 NOVEMBER 89, THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE MILITARY ACADEMY, MAJOR CARLOS ((CAMILO)) HERNANDEZ BEGAN TO CALL INDIVIDUALS BY RADIO TO ORDER THEM TO THE MILITARY ACADEMY. HE SAID THAT CAMILO
HERNANDEZ FIRST SPECIFICALLY BY NAME CALLED LIEUTENANT YUSSHI RENE ((MENDOZA)) VALLECILLOS AND LIEUTENANT GONZALO ((GUEVARA)) CERRITOS, WHO PROMPTLY PRESENTED THEMSELVES. CAMILO HERNANDEZ TOLD THE TWO THAT MILITARY ACADEMY DIRECTOR COLONEL GUILLERMO ALFREDO ((BENAVIDES)) MORENO WANTED TO SPEAK WITH THEM. WHEN THEY CAME OUT FROM TALKING TO BENAVIDES, MENDOZA VALLECILLOS AND GUEVARA CERRITOS GATHERED THE TROOPS OF THE BIRI ATLACATL, WHO WERE ALREADY PRESENT ON THE MILITARY ACADEMY GROUNDS, AND BEGAN TO CALL OUT SEVERAL NAMES FROM EACH PLATOON, USING ONLY NICKNAMES.

6. AT ABOUT THIS POINT, CIRCA 7:00 P.M., GUEVARA CERRITOS ORDERED AND THE OTHERS TO GO WITH HIM TO CETIPOL, THE POLICE TRAINING ACADEMY IN SANTA TECLA, FOR THE UNIFORMS. THE UNIFORMS THEY PICKED UP WERE NEW, AMERICAN "LUXURY" MODELS, COMPLETE WITH "JUNGLE BOOTS". UNDERSTANDING THAT THE UNIFORMS WERE BEING GIVEN AS PERKS TO THE BIRI ATLACATL INDIVIDUALS WHO WERE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE MISSION. DURING THE TIME THAT THESE SELECTED TROOPS WERE GETTING DRESSED IN THE NEW UNIFORMS AND PUTTING ON CAMOUFLAGE PAINT ETC., CAMILO HERNANDEZ WAS CIRCULATING AMONG THEM AND REMEMBERS HEARING HIM TELL THE TROOPS, "YOU WILL HAVE ALL OF MY AND MY COLONEL'S (I.E., BENAVIDES') SUPPORT".

7. THE SELECTED TROOPS, INCLUDING MENDOZA VALLECILLOS AND GUEVARA CERRITOS, DEPARTED THE MILITARY ACADEMY IN A BEIGE MILITARY PICKUP TRUCK SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 8:00 P.M. AND 9:00 P.M. WHEN THEY RETURNED, AT ABOUT 3:00 A.M. OR 4:00 A.M. 16 NOVEMBER, COLONEL BENAVIDES GREETED THE TRUCK AT THE GATE OF THE MILITARY ACADEMY. ONE OF THE SOLDIERS ASKED FOR A CUP OF COFFEE. "WE JUST KILLED THE HEADS OF THE FMLN. I THINK THE WAR WILL END NOW BECAUSE MY COLONEL SAID KILLING THEM WOULD END IT." THEN, ACCORDING TO THE TROOP TOLD HIM THEY HAD ALL BEEN GIVEN SEVERAL DAYS OFF.

8. A DAY OR TWO LATER, ON 17 OR 18 NOVEMBER, HE WENT TO THE ON-SITE TAILOR'S SHOP AT THE MILITARY ACADEMY WITH LT. VALLECILLOS TO GET THE TAILOR TO MEND ONE OF LT. VALLECILLOS' MILITARY BLouses. WHILE IN THE SHOP, LT. VALLECILLOS SAID TO THE TAILOR (AN OLD MAN WHO HAS WORKED FOR DECADES AT THE ACADEMY): "I SURE HOPE MY COLONEL WON'T TURN ME IN." HE ADDED THAT HE FELT BADLY ABOUT THE KILLING OF THE JESUIS AND HAD NOT WANTED TO DO IT, ESPECIALLY BECAUSE ONE OF THE PRIESTS, IGNACIO MARTIN ((BARO)) HAD ONCE BEEN HIS PROFESSOR. BUT, HE ADDED, IT HAD BEEN A DIRECT ORDER, AND BESIDES, HE SAID THAT
AIR FORCE COMMANDER GENERAL BUSTILLO HAD OFFERED HIM PILOT TRAINING AS REWARD. Col. Benavides at some point went to the tailor and warned him not to talk about anything he might have seen or heard regarding the Jesuit case.

9. Lt. Vallecillos had been sent to the UCA campus on/about 13-14 November and ordered by Col. Benavides to conduct a scouting mission for possible FMLN arms caches. During this mission, Vallecillos spoke with Fr. Baro, apparently in a friendly way. Upon his return to the military academy, Vallecillos presented his report to Col. Benavides and only realized later, on 15 November, that the real purpose of the scouting mission had been to prepare for the mission to kill the Jesuits on the night of 15 November.

10. He said that some members of the families of those officers and soldiers detained in connection with the killings have recently been receiving written death threats; did not specify whose families and no one apparently knows from whom the notes come. Also said the detained Birí Atlacatl members are being held at the national police and well-treated, even to the point of being regularly taken out for outings to the beach and to meet women, some of them to spend nights in their own homes.

Comment: This appears to be from the rumor mill, as allegations of "special" treatment, including beach outings, are widely discussed here.) He said they had better enjoy what they have now because it is "common knowledge" that the U.S. government has already ordered that they all be condemned to 30 years in prison. Meanwhile, they are all bitter because they believe that the U.S. government/U.S. Embassy are conspiring with the "Tandona" to ensure that the officers implicated all will go free.

Comment: Appears to be more rumor mill.

11. Neither he nor any of his colleagues at the military academy believe that the academy log books containing names and vehicles of entries and exits on 15 and 16 November were really burned. He and the others think that someone such as Benavides is holding the logbooks for their personal defense and that if it looks like the investigation will accuse or convict them, they will pull them out to implicate the rest of those who were really involved.